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Tributes paid to Mike Pentelow,
editor of Fitzrovia News
By Linus Rees and Pete Whyatt
Fitzrovia News has been overwhelmed with the number of tributes paid to Mike Pentelow, editor-in-chief of the newspaper, who died suddenly at his home on Nassau Street
on 1 April aged 73. He had suffered a short illness which included Covid-19 on the postmortem report.
Mike was a journalist all his working life and over the past 20 years he authored
books about history, pubs, and a walking guide.
He played a large part in the life of Fitzrovia since moving to Nassau Street in 1970 at
the start of a decade where the residential community was beginning to assert itself: fighting for housing, preserving its heritage, and creating new public open spaces, and popularising the name Fitzrovia.
A chronicler of Fitzrovia life past and present, he also helped shape its future. He contributed articles to Tower community newspaper, forerunner of Fitzrovia News, helped to
organise the first Fitzrovia Festival, took part in setting up the Fitzrovia Neighbourhood
Association, and eventually editing this newspaper.
He loved the neighbourhood’s pubs and restaurants and led guided walks revealing
the secrets behind the doors and windows of its quiet back streets which he’d gleaned
from hours of research sat in London’s libraries.
In recognition of his life and achievements, obituaries have been published in the
three New Journal local papers serving Camden, Westminster and Islington, The Morning
Star, The Guardian, and The Journalist, the magazine of the National Union of Journalists.
In a special edition of Fitzrovia News we publish several pages about Mike’s life, as
well as tributes from friends, and feelings of loss from the many people who were close to
him.
Due to the Covid-19 crisis Mike was cremated following a brief ceremony according
to his wishes at Golders Green Crematorium on 20 May. There will be a full memorial cerpicture Mark Thomas
emony and celebration of his life when social distancing restrictions are relaxed.
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Fitzrovia a Low Traffic Neighbourhood?
The Fitzrovia Neighbourhood Association (FNA) has called on
Camden and Westminster councils to consider making Fitzrovia
a Low Traffic Neighbourhood
(LTN), in line with the Mayor of
London’s Streetspace plans to
help people with social distancing
and enable walking and cycling.
The FNA has asked for both
the Camden side and Westminster side of Fitzrovia to be considered together as a single LTN.
The FNA says this can be best
achieved with many of the district's narrow streets being closed
to through motor traffic and making the neighbourhood access
only, some on-street car parking
removed, and more space for
cycle parking added. The FNA
wants a 10 mph speed limit across
the LTN.
Access in and out of the
Fitzrovia LTN can be quickly
achieved from the Euston Road

and Marylebone Road via Gower
Street and Tottenham Court Road
on the Camden side and via Portland Place and Great Portland
Street on the Westminster side.
All businesses and homes
could still receive deliveries to
their door and the plan would not
displace motor traffic into other
local streets or neighbourhoods,
unlike pedestrianisation schemes.
The FNA is concerned that

Awarded
tripadvisor
certificate of
excellence five
years running
2014 - 2018

Mortimer Street and Goodge
Street could see increased traffic,
as the lockdown is eased and
from possible restrictions in Oxford Street, unless the east-west
route is closed. In 2018 the FNA
found that pollution from NO2 at
the junction of Goodge Street and
Charlotte Street was nearly fifty
percent higher than the legal
limit.

Camden and Westminster
council have responded by saying
that they would look carefully at
the plans.
The Fitzrovia West Neighbourhood Forum is also pressing
Westminster council to cut out
through traffic and wants the
council to bring forward proposals
in the groups’ Neighbourhood
Plan which is currently out for
public consultation (see page 3).
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The home of traditional
fish and chips.
Fully licensed Greek restaurant
020 7636 1424
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Letters,
email
and
comment
An open letter to secretary of state calling
for an end to rough
sleeping and homelessness
To: Robert Jenrick, Secretary
of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government.
I am writing to you on behalf
of our organisation which operates in central London. We
are pleased to hear that the
majority of people sleeping
rough on the streets have now
been put up in hotels and
other accommodation.
Westminster council has
accommodated 249 people
and Camden council has accommodated around 190 people in this way.
This is an opportunity to
end rough sleeping in London
and elsewhere in the UK.
However, we are concerned
that when the lockdown ends
the majority of those housed
temporarily in hotels will return to the streets such is the
lack of affordable housing
available.
It is not right that in the
21st century we have thousands of people living on the
streets and more than
280,000* “hidden homeless”
(*figure from Shelter).
Government must put a
long term plan in place to address the circumstances that
caused people to resort to
sleeping rough in the first
place. Without such a plan to
address housing needs in the
UK people will merely return
to the streets to live. This will
not only have a terrible impact on their own lives but
also on the environment for
people living and working in
central London.
We urge you: please do
not pass by this opportunity
to end rough sleeping and
homelessness.
Linus Rees
Fitzrovia Neighbourhood
Association

Dave Ferris

Dave Ferris with his partner Adrian

Dave Ferris, who died in April, was a community
worker at the Fitzrovia Neighbourhood Centre for
more than two decades, and was highly regarded by
his colleagues and the management of the organisation, write, Nick Bailey, Helen Haigh, and Mairi
Mills.
Generous in spirit, and genuinely democratic, it
was his idea that the neighbourhood workers operate
as a collective, but he was also a leader who pulled
everyone together.
Though Dave would refer to himself as grumpy,
he was generally charming, witty, and always had
time for everyone. He nearly always wore sandals,
but was definitely not a hippy. In his spare time he
loved to listen to classical music and visit the theatre.
Dave was born in Canada in 1942 and after graduating from the University of Alberta came to London in 1969. At Goldsmiths College he took a diploma
in youth and community studies and worked on
community projects in Wandsworth and Battersea.
Dave began work in January 1977 for the
Fitzrovia Neighbourhood Association (FNA) at the
Neighbourhood Centre, 39 Tottenham Street.
He managed to keep on top of the four key
strands of activity: providing an advice centre specializing in welfare benefits, housing and immigration
law; bringing together a disparate group of residents’
and tenants’ associations on both sides of the borough
boundary; making collective representations to both
Camden and Westminster on a wide variety of planning, environmental and licensing issues; and enabling new organisations for groups such as children
and pensioners.
In 1977 he wrote: “The great attraction of this job
is its variety and open-endedness: there is an almost
infinite number of situations we could find ourselves
involved in. But that open-endedness also poses the
greatest difficulty of the job: how to decide from moment to moment what is the best use of our limited
time and energies?”
During a period when both Camden and Westminster provided funding for the FNA, Dave ensured
the grants continued despite sensitive political differences between the boroughs’ different local priorities.
He fostered real community development -- often
through events and parties -- because he held the philosophy of grassroots work over top down, and funding-led priorities. He also had the acumen to identify
pro bono advisers in specialist fields
When businesses and the councils
started to develop their ideas, exploiting the community spirit, Dave was
consistent in pointing out that “the
people live here” and resisted co-option by corporate Fitzrovia.
Dave’s partner Adrian was involved in the FNA's work fundraising
and contributing graphic art for
Fitzrovia News and for annual reports.
When computers arrived at the
Neighbourhood Centre, Dave became
enamoured with database develop-

ment, and again led the rest of the team -- who included Samina Dewan, Mairi Mills and then Nicola
Charalambous -- and adapted his skills and knowledge.
Every year the three neighbourhood workers
would go to Dave's sunny Bloomsbury flat to talk
without interruption and put the annual report together. It was a collective effort but Dave played the
most crucial role of all.
His commitment to the local community was very
strong and his thoroughness in helping people who
were often living in extremely difficult situations was
unquestionable.
As an out gay man, he was outraged by Clause
28's “pretend family relationships”, and valued his
chosen family. He would send warm and funny handmade birthday cards from ferrisdowson publications.
As local authority grants got smaller each year he
would spend more time working late and often on
Saturdays writing funding applications trying to keep
the organisation afloat.
After his (early) retirement in 2000 he worked
part-time at several community projects. He returned
to work for the FNA from time to time -- happier and
refreshed -- as a consultant, and in 2003 he proudly
joined his former colleagues at the march against the
Iraq war.
Later Dave and partner Adrian moved out of
their top floor flat in Bury Place and into retirement
housing at the Brunswick Centre in Bloomsbury.
In his mid-70s he suffered a number of strokes
and after suffering a short illness he died at University College Hospital in April. He leaves behind a
brother Jim and sister Heather in Canada, and longtime companion Adrian in London.
Dave Ferris: born Windsor, Ontario, Canada 1942;
died London April 2020.
I knew Dave when I was Chair of the Neighbourhood
Association in the early 80s. He brought great dedication to the work of the Neighbourhood Centre, and
through his work he made a significant positive impact in the Fitzrovia community over many years.
There are other reasons I shall always remember him.
The date my wife could make for our first date was
the day I had already promised to go to Dave's 40th
birthday party, so instead of a romantic restaurant,
we had an evening at Dave's flat. But it worked.
Thank you Dave. -- Steve Bagnall
My most vivid memory of Dave was when I was giving
housing advice at the Centre in the 1970s. A guy who didn't appreciate what I was telling him whipped off his
leather belt and was about to hit me with it. Dave stepped
between us and manhandled him out of the way. I don't
think I knew what was happening till it was all over. -- Sue
Blundell
When I joined FNA in 1989 I was very shy and nervous. But Dave helped me settle in. He was my mentor, I learned so much from him. He was like a big
brother to me. I have so many good memories with
him, will miss him very much. I wish I could say
goodbye to him before our centre closed last year,
May his soul rest in peace. - Samina Dewan

Samina Dewan, Mairi Mills with Dave Ferris
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Soup kitchen appeals for
financial help after feeding
a record number of homeless and hungry people

Consultation opens
on Fitzrovia West
Neighbourhood
Plan

Linda with grandson Daniel and husband Martin

Linda Moore
Linda Moore was part of the fabric of Fitzrovia. She
lived and worked in the area and always loved the
village aspect of Fitzrovia for over 45 years. She was
well known and loved by many residents, workers
and shopkeepers. Linda was born on 15 October
1953 in Wellington, Shropshire, to a Sicilian father
and an English mother.
She came to London in 1975 and began working
at the Middlesex Hospital, Mortimer Street, in the
wages and pensions department on the first floor. In
October 1975 Linda met Martin who was working as
a porter in the casualty department. Martin has
many happy memories courting Linda at the Kings
Arms (corner of Riding House and Great Titchfield
Streets) during their lunch breaks. They became engaged and in 1977 they were married. In 1981 their
son Christopher was born in the Middlesex Hospital
and baptised in the Hospital Chapel.
Linda gave selflessly of herself in her voluntary
work. She was active in hospital fundraising and
well known locally for soliciting prizes and donations. In 1976 she became the Coldstream Guards
social secretary because of the family link with Martin’s father.
In 2000 Linda was diagnosed with cancer and
given given two weeks to live. She was given experimental stem cell treatment. In 2001 she left the job
at the Middlesex Hospital. In 2010 she started working for Ministry of Justice and she retired from there
in 2019.
Linda always thought of others first throughout
her life and suffered many years of difficult health
with courage and fortitude. Her good friend
Carmella died in 2018.
Linda passed away on 11 April 2020.

Bill Lea
Local publican Bill Lea
recently passed away
after a short illness
aged 85. He spent all
his working life in the
pub and hospitality
trade. Bill together
with son Colin and
daughter Wendy have
run The King and
Queen pub on Foley
Street for 35 years
The family wish to
send their gratitude to
all the NHS staff for
the care and love given
to Bill over the past
weeks.

A soup kitchen feeding the homeless and hungry in central London has
issued an urgent appeal for financial help after experiencing its busiest
day ever where they struggled to serve a long queue of people while
maintaining social distancing to stop the spread of the coronavirus.
Alex Brown, the director of the long running Soup Kitchen at the
back of the American International Church on Tottenham Court Road,
told Fitzrovia News they had fed 149 people in a single lunchtime on
Wednesday 1 April.
“It’s tough at the moment, it really is. People are more desperate
now than I’ve ever seen them,” he said.
“With all of the closures, our numbers have increased even more
and so many of them are new faces. We’ve seen the extremely young —
those aged 18 to 21 — and many pensioners. We’ve seen people come in
who obviously haven’t been sleeping rough very long and some who
look like they’re right on the cusp of homelessness.
“We had 149 people in for a hot meal today, which was a new
record for us, unfortunately, but we fed them all, one by one,” he said.
The coronavirus has had a huge impact on the services available for
rough sleepers, with many places forced to close or operate in a restricted way.
Now the staff at the Soup Kitchen have to manage the huge queue
of people and have put up signs to keep people two metres apart as
they wait along Whitfield Street.
“Our only aim right now is to make sure we can feed people in a
safe and sustainable manner. We are, quite literally, one of the last
places in Central London that are still feeding the homeless and vulnerable every day and we need to make sure we can continue that,” says
Brown.
Usually the Kitchen opens and people can come in and sit down,
have a meal, socialise, and get some clean clothes. But now they have to
control how many people they let in and keep people apart.
“We’ve gone to a takeaway system for our friends, so they come in
initially and get a brown bag containing hot soup, a sandwich, porridge, a piece of fruit and a snack bar. After that, they’re able to grab a
hot lunch and often times, we’ll be able to give them a meal that they
can eat later, for dinner.”
Many of the volunteers who help come from the companies working in the area. But now that people are working from home or laid off
the Kitchen has to operate with a small group of staff.
“Typically, those companies donate to us based on the number of
hours that their employees are here. No volunteers mean no donations,
so we’ll suffer a huge shortfall this year,” he says.
He issued an urgent appeal for money to make sure that they can
continue to meet the ever increasing demand on their service.
“The one thing we need at the moment, is financial help to make
sure we can continue to feed and help so many,” he said.
You can donate to the Soup Kitchen by visiting the Soup Kitchen
website. soupkitchenlondon.org

A formal public consultation on the Fitzrovia West
Neighbourhood Plan is underway ahead of a public
examination and a referendum on the planning document which will control land development in the area.
“We encourage all residents and businesses based in
the area to read the Plan and submit their comments
to the Council by the closing date,” says FitzWest.
The Plan’s aim is to integrate new development into
the heritage of the area, create more affordable housing, support small shops and businesses, improve the
environment and particularly air quality, promote
greening through tree planting, green roofs, and create
healthy streets by encouraging walking and cycling,
says the Forum.
After this consultation stage, an examiner appointed
by Westminster Council will review all the evidence
and recommend any further changes to the Plan. A
referendum will follow for both residents on the electoral roll and business rate payers. To succeed the plan
will have to be passed by a simple majority of both the
residents and business ballots.
If adopted, the Plan will become part of Westminster’s
statutory Development Plan and will be used alongside the council’s own planning documents and the
Mayor’s London Plan in determining planning applications in the Fitzrovia West Neighbourhood Area.
The Forum will also hold a public meeting in July to
discuss issues of greatest concern in the area. Details
to be confirmed.
The public consultation runs until 5pm 4 August 2020.
westminster.gov.uk/np-fitzrovia-west

West End Project
grinds on
The restoration of the Fitzrovia Mural at Whitfield
Gardens is complete but work to complete the redevelopment of the public open space will not be finished until August. “While work has continued
throughout the pandemic the impacts of Coronavirus
have led to delays in the programme as the team faced
issues of delays to deliveries and scarcity of materials,” says Camden council.
Meanwhile the Grade II listed lampposts which
lined the middle of Tottenham Court Road have now
been fully restored and are due to be installed at a new
location, either side of the revamped road, at the end
of June. Southbound buses on Tottenham Court Road
will be diverted down Gower Street temporarily while
the lamp columns are lifted into place.
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Westminster council is working with national government, the GLA and London
councils to support rough
sleepers
Westminster council has issued a statement to quash rumours that
other London boroughs had been housing rough sleepers in the
City’s empty hotels and expecting it to look after them and pick up
the bill.
Westminster council said it would not be unusual for people
sleeping rough in other boroughs to be put up in temporary accommodation in Westminster but that a support package is always
provided. The priority for London councils was to get people off
the streets as quickly as they could once the lockdown started and
people were put into hotels across Greater London, not just the
City of Westminster.
Around 1,000 hotel rooms were booked in a joint effort between the Greater London Authority, London councils and central
government. The first accommodation available for rough sleepers
was in east London.
“Since the Government’s call to get rough sleepers off the
streets, our outreach teams have provided places for 249 rough
sleepers in hotels or serviced apartments so they can social distance and self-isolate if necessary. There is a huge logistical operation in place every day to keep people safe, fed, stocked with
medical supplies and other essentials,” said a spokesperson for
Westminster council.
“We are currently working together with national Government, the GLA and other London boroughs to ensure that as many
rough sleepers as possible get the support they need to stay safe
during these difficult times.”
Haringey council, was surprised to find the finger of blame
being pointed at them. Cllr Emine Ibrahim, cabinet member for
housing at Haringey, said: “The Covid-19 pandemic is a global crisis — our priority is making sure that people who are sleeping
rough are safe and have somewhere they can self-isolate. There are
15 people from Haringey staying in Westminster. We have been
providing three meals a day, daily welfare calls and access to support.”
Like most London boroughs, many of Haringey’s Covid-19
emergency placements have been made outside the borough during the outbreak. More than 60 percent of these are in North and
North East London. While 15 placements are in Westminster the
council says they have been working to secure more local provision, and all of these people were due to return to Haringey in
mid-May.
Westminster stated that there was no disagreement between
the two councils over the way the accommodation scheme was
working.
In Camden, council leader Georgia Gould said that there were
190 hotel and hostel rooms made available to help rough sleepers.
However, the Soup Kitchen in Whitfield Street in Fitzrovia is
still serving up to 150 people a day. Most of them are sleeping
rough and some of them were desperate for fresh drinking water.
There were 1,136 people estimated to be sleeping rough in
London on a single night in autumn 2019.

Bloomsbury ward
councillors surgeries

Slavery and the campaign for its abolition

Olaudah Equiano
With protests in the UK and USA under
the banner of Black Lives Matter it is
worth recalling the history of Fitzrovia
and the ill-gotten gains on which it was
built, and two former slaves who campaigned for abolition.
Former slave, Olaudah Equiano (17451797) wrote of his sufferings, which
paved the way for abolition, while living at 73 Riding House Street, where he
is commemorated by a green plaque.
Less well known is the barbarous
and cruel treatment of slaves, described

The New West
End Company
wants more car
parking and no
road charges
Plans released by the largest commercial group in the West End to steer a
path to recovery when the lockdown is
eased show it to be completely out of
touch with the stark reality facing London.
In a week when Westminster council were approving more ambitious
plans to tackle air pollution and encouraging a modal-shift from private car
use, and the Mayor of London was issuing warnings about London being
clogged with too many cars, the New
West End Company were doing the
complete opposite.
Launching a document about reopening the West End, the business
group — which represents Oxford
Street, Regent Street and New Bond
Street — calls for the continued suspension of the congestion charge, dis-

Due to the Covid 19 virus, there will be no face-to-face surgeries
until further notice. However, your councillor is available for online
and telephone advice surgeries.
Adam Harrison, Sabrina Francis and Rishi Madlani
contact 020 7974 3111
adam.harrison@camden.gov.uk
rishi.madlani@camden.gov.uk
sabrina.francis@camden.gov.uk

counted parking rates, more parking space, and opening up the airports.
Not content with the usual restrictions on Sunday trading —
when drivers flock to park outside
of controlled parking hours in the
West End — they also want to extend Sunday opening hours and
want government to grant greater
flexibility in planning controls, both
of which they were lobbying for
since before the Covid-19 crisis.
They are calling it — without
any hint of irony — a “sustainable
reopening and recovery” plan.

by Mary Prince from her own experience. She was working as a
charwoman at 4 Keppel Street in
1829 after fleeing her slave owner
John Wood (1783-1836) of Leigh
Street, Bloomsbury. Wood resolutely refused to grant her release
to enable her to return to her husband in Antigua. A petition was
presented to parliament on her
behalf in the same year but, after
he falsely promised to help her,
the petition was allowed to lie on
the table, and she was never able
to return to her husband. Her life
story was published in 1831 and
exposed the horrors of slavery
(the 2004 Penguin Classics edition
of the book "The History of Mary
Prince" is still in print) and helped
the campaign for abolition.
When the slave trade in
Britain was finally abolished in
stages from 1833 it was not the
slaves who received compensation for past mistreatment (indeed they continued as
unpaid labour until 1838), but
the slave owners who were generously recompensed for loss of
their "property". Several of these
lived in and around Fitzrovia.
Louisa Maltby (1769-1841) of
23 Charlotte Street, for instance,
received two payments of £3,333

and £1,686 in 1836 for her 273
slaves in Grenada. Earlier she had
lived at 44 Charlotte Street from
1819 to 1829 with her husband
Rowland (who had been an agent
for a mistress of the Duke of York
during a royal scandal in 1809).
Eliza Parker (1775-1858) of 36
Portland Place (by the corner of
New Cavendish Street) owned a
large slave plantation in Jamaica,
and had an 18-year-old youth
hanged for stealing a teapot from
her in Portland Place in 1824. She
later moved to 6 Albany Terrace,
Marylebone Road (opposite
where Great Portland Street station now is).
George Pennant (1760-1840)
of 56 Portland Place was paid
£15,000 in 1835 for 764 slaves in
Jamaica. He also inherited Penrhyn Castle in North Wales.
But the biggest beneficiary
was George Hibbert (1757-1837),
also of Portland Place, who received £38,603 (a massive fortune
in those days) for his 1,618 slaves
in Jamaica. His mansion in Portland Place housed his 14 children,
and his collection of priceless
books (such as a bible signed by
Martin Luther) and paintings (including Rembrandt, Rubens, and
Leonardo da Vinci).

Field maple trees flourish on Goodge Street
They were planted by Camden
Council when the pavements in
Goodge Street were widened earlier this century.
The Council had not intended to plant any trees as part
of the Street improvements. Their
existence is due to our then Cllr
Penny Abraham’s intervention in
2010. It’s hard to imagine how
drab and more polluted the street
would be without those trees.
Had the Mayor of London’s
proposal for pedestrianisation of
Oxford Street gone ahead the
trees would have been cut down
to facilitate two-way way buses in
Goodge Street.
Native trees just like these
would have been growing in the
area since 8,000 years ago and

until the early eighteenth century
when the area was known as Walnut and Crabtree Fields and the
land was cleared as London expanded north.
Field maple supports at least
26 species of insect and makes an
important contribution to biodiversity and their leaf canopy
helps to combat climate change
and cool the streets in hot
weather.

West End Ward
Labour Councillor Surgery

I run monthly advice surgeries. Residents and members of
the community can come and speak to me directly about
any problems or issues they face.
Due to the Covid 19 virus, there will be no face-to-face surgeries until further notice. However, your councillor is available
for online and telephone advice surgeries.

Pancho Lewis 020 641 5377
plewis@westminster.gov.uk
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A man for all talents
Jonathan Shalit is an extraordinary talent and show business manager. Famous for discovering Charlotte Church and then being
sacked by her mum! Called London's Most Influential Manager by
The Evening Standard. He has one of the most enviable contact
lists in the world which include Dame Joan Collins, Judge Rinder,
and the boxer Nicola Adams. Space restricts us mentioning the
many well known names linked to Jonathan. He is involved in
music, branding, variety, entertainment, broadcasting, actors, reality, comedy, creatives, gospel, digital and broadcasting.
By Pete Whyatt
He recently moved offices to Nassau Street
and I met Jonathan on the day before the
Coronavirus lockdown. He offered me his
hand to shake but we decided on elbows.
As we started the interview Jonathan
brought in an InterTalent mug of tea and
some biscuits to dunk and nibble as we
spoke, which put me at ease. He was
sparky, open, honest and engaging
throughout our chat.
I asked Jonathan how he got started in
show business. He was brought up in
Kensington, born to a middle-class Jewish
family. “Mum was a magistrate, a justice of
the peace, and dad was an accountant.
They worked very hard and made sure that
me and my sister had the best opportunities. My parents were keen on a wide range
of arts.
“With the best of intentions my parents
sent me to boarding school in Eastbourne. I
was bullied, I was the only Jewish kid at
the school. I was very unhappy there.
“I came across a lot of privileged people with golden spoons in their mouths.
They didn’t take life as seriously as my parents did. They could fall back on family
means.
“We were typical children of immigrants -- life for our parents was a struggle.”
They aspired for the best for their children and exposed Jonathan to creative arts.
They took him to the theatre, opera, ballet,
rock concerts, and art galleries.
“When I was a teenager my grandmother took me to see Squeeze at our local
theatre, ‘Cool for Cats’ remains one of my
favourite songs. She also took me to see
Evita starring Elaine Paige in 1978, which
cemented my lifelong love of theatre.

“Mum and Dad made me read beyond
the school curriculum of Thomas Hardy,
Dickens, and Chaucer. For every rubbishy
book I wanted to read, I had to read a good
book.
“They were not pushy but relaxed. For
instance, we played games in the car which
irritated me then, but I now realise were
educational.
“My parents encouraged me to explore; they were giving me tools to choose.
I inherited the immigrant work ethic -which is based on insecurity -- from them.
“For my A-levels my parents sent me
to City of London School which was cosmopolitan and embraced internationalism
with an England-welcomes-everybody attitude.”
His first foray into creativity was starting a school theatre society and staging the
Tom Stoppard play “Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead”.
“I tried to act but I was no good. I admired the guy in charge, the director, so I
directed a couple of school plays.
“The school theatre society got top
playwrights and actors to come and talk to
us. The whole school would come into the
assembly room and hear talks that I had arranged from speakers such as Richard Attenborough and Tom Stoppard.
“At that age I couldn’t afford records
or concert tickets so I started a school music
magazine which in reality was two pieces
of A4 paper stapled together.
“Using this pretext I contacted promoters and record companies for my favourite
bands: The Who, Status Quo, Thin Lizzy,
and Lemmy from Motörhead. They gave
me LPs and concert tickets not realising the
makeshift operation I was running.
“On leaving I wanted to pursue these
interests but my parents knocked me back.

Jonathan catches up on the latest showbiz news and gossip
They wanted me to get a proper job and go
to university. They got me a work experience job at a law firm that was the most
boring two weeks of my life!
“My A-levels were not good enough to
get to study law at university so I went
straight into the workplace and became a
Lloyd’s broker. I hated it from day one but I
did learn valuable lessons which have
stood me in good stead throughout my
business life: how to finance a business,
how a business works, and how to read the
market.
“Then in the 1980s I got a job in advertising at Saatchi & Saatchi in Charlotte
Street. That was a brilliant time to be in advertising. I learnt marketing there.”
Today Jonathan is chairman of InterTalent Rights Group, one of the UK's leading
independent talent management agencies.
It consists of four companies, or divisions:
acting, broadcasting, music, and branding.
He is a leader in the creative industries,
exerting influence throughout the entertainment business. He was awarded an
OBE in 2014 for services to the entertainment industry, and an Honorary Professorship in 2012 by Henley Business School and
Reading University.
His clients have been nominated for, or
won, Brits, Mobos, Emmys, Grammys and
Olivier Awards.
Jonathan has been called a “triple
threat” because he understands business,
he understands selling, and he understands
creativity.
“I am fortunate and privileged to end
up in this role of talent manager, a profession I love and enjoy. When I was at school
I didn't know what I wanted to do. I didn’t
know this job existed.
“Here I lead a team. We used to be
called Shalit. Now we are called InterTalent. Because it’s not about me.
“I’m not even the best person that
works here. I’m proud of the team that
works here. They are much better people
than me. I’m privileged to work with really
inspirational people.

“I have a work ethic that very few can
match. I’m not intellectual (My wife always
beats me at scrabble) but I’ve got common
sense and nous. I work harder and longer
than many others. That comes from my
family values of hard work, which I feel
comes from my parents immigrant mentality. Luckily I’ve been right more times than
I’ve been wrong.”
Later when I met up with Jonathan I
asked him about the lockdown, coronovirus and the effect it was having on
business. He felt that the industry would
suffer but he remains positive to mitigate
any losses by finding new avenues and opportunities
“The opportunities were already there.
What the crisis has done is speed up
change and focus the mind on being proactive. In some areas what may have taken
3 years to evolve has happened in two
months.
“I have also found time to think about
my life and where I want to go in the coming years. This has allowed me to focus on
and reconnect with my true friends
“Many business leaders take supporting vulnerable communities seriously and
that tendency has increased during this crisis. I am a Trustee of Variety, the Children’s
Charity which has been taking up more of
my time lately, I am also aligned with
ChickenShed (theatre changing lives).
“Being a British Jew I feel it is important to support both the community and
my country. I use my commercial creative
endeavours and powerful address book to
benefit groups that need help, assistance
and support. This is a responsible unwritten alliance all successful people should
take upon themselves.”

To keep up with planning and
licensing news, sign up for our
email newsletter:

bit.ly/fitzrovianews
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Crowdfunding successes

Word from the Streets

Rowena Howie who runs Revival Retro on Windmill Street successfully
crowd-funded £27,830 from 386 supporters in 21 days to help her business
weather the Covid-19 crisis. Meanwhile owners of Bradley's Spanish Bar in
Hanway Street met their crowdfunding target of £20,000 in a matter of
weeks. But they had to raise the target because they "seriously underestimated" how long the lockdown would last. "Unfortunately this also means
that the funds raised so far won't suffice til then. Which is why we're raising
our goal and once again hope everyone understands the painful situation we
find ourselves in." They are now hoping to secure £50,000 to save the business from permanent closure.

Balcony man

By CHARLOTTE STREET and her siblings
The virtual Lord Mayor

Commercial partners

Congratulations to
West End ward
councillor Jonathan
Glanz who in a
"virtual ceremony"
in May became
Lord Mayor of the
City of Westminster. We are concerned that he will
end up being the Lord Mayor of Cancelled, as his diary is, as you can
imagine, looking somewhat thinner
than usual. We hope that things return to something closer to normality, so that he can conduct the role in
a more traditional fashion.
Councillor Glanz has chosen youth
homelessness charity Centrepoint as
his charity for the year. "The homeless young people in Westminster
need care and support and, by selecting Centrepoint as my chosen charity, I hope that we can leave a lasting
legacy for the young people here,” he
said.

Eastcastle Street based Tortoise Media promises a "slower, wiser
news" and to be "independent of political party or commercial
agenda". But neighbours down the road at Private Eye magazine
point out Tortoise Media's close relationship with BP, which is
listed as one its "partners" and who field guest speakers at many
of the company's events. The Eye also observes that Berners
Street firm Capita is also a partner, likewise Rathbone Square
based Facebook, and so is St Giles High Street based Google.
The Eye wonders how independent can Tortoise be with all
these commercial partners.

Jeering for Johnson

Booing could be clearly heard at 8pm on Tuesday 26 May across
Fitzrovia. After Boris Johnson's defence of Dominic Cummings
in the press conference on 24 May, Twitter users proposed a
mass "Boo for Boris" to mirror the Clap for Carers. Fitzroy
Square residents were suprisingly enthusiastic participants.

Egg sandwich shaming
On its way to the space that recently housed Big Fernand and
Kalifornia Kitchen (both gone) is the second London branch of
the Los Angeles-based egg sandwich chain Eggslut. The announcement to open was made in March before the pandemic
closed businesses across the neighbourhood. They are due to
open in July at 19 Percy Street and will offer takeaway- and delivery-only until sit-down eating is possible.

London recruits
Good to see a letter in the Guardian from Ronnie Kasrils
and other members of the group known as the London
Recruits - the anti-apartheid organisation which operated from the various pubs, offices and homes in
Fitzrovia during the 1960s and 1970s. "We offer our solidarity and support to the Black Lives Matter movement.
We offer our condolences to the family of George Floyd.
We condemn President Trump’s racist response to Black
Lives Matter protesters in the US. We urge the British
government to work with the Black Lives Matter UK
movement to tackle the cancer of institutional racism in
Britain, so glaringly highlighted by coronavirus," they
write. A film about the London Recruits will be released
later this year.

Saxual History
We recently discovered that
West End Ward Councillor
Pancho Lewis was in a past
life a professional alto saxophonist in India!.
We’ll let you know more
when we find out?

Hospitality space

Some business groups in London want a review of planning and licensing restrictions
so that commercial activity can spread onto
the already densely packed pavements and
carriageway to give more space for tables
and chairs for the food and drink industry
when business restarts but social distancing
rules still operate. Pubs in Fitzrovia were already spilling out the doors and punters
were blocking the pavement and the racket
from people shouting at their friends and
into their phones was getting a little tiresome.
Pub operators want social distancing rules to
be
halved from two metres to one, in order
Social
to squeeze more punters in and make busidistancing
ness more viable. Otherwise many premises
will have to close permanently, they say.
media
David Moore, owner of posh restaurant Pied
Google has said staff
a Terre in Charlotte Street, says a two-metre
will start to return from social distancing rule will be a disaster for
July 6, working in the
his business. He said he wants to only reoffice once every two
move three of the 14 tables in his Michelinweeks, with offices
starred gourmet venue. Government should
reaching 10 percent of
"trust operators to get it right, we don't want
their potential occuto endanger our team or customers".
pancy. Facebook has
Meanwhile Trading Standards enforcement
said that within the next officers across London have visited 40,000
ten years half of its staff businesses since lockdown and found hunwill work from home.
dreds failing to comply with social distancTwitter said its staff will ing rules. No doubt they will be visiting
have a choice whether
Charlotte Street when pubs and restaurants
to work in the office or
open again.
from home.

Fitzrovia fox spotted on
2 June on Fitzroy Street

Mystery pamphleteers
Anonymous leaflets were put through residents' doors in Fitzrovia asking people to object to a planning application for a mosque
near Piccadilly Circus. The same leaflets
were widely distributed over the West End
which means the anonymous campaign was
highly organised with thousands of leaflets
being produced. West End ward councillor
Pancho Lewis said: “Islamophobia is a very
real and live issue that affects Muslims up
and down the country. If someone or a group
is going to campaign against a mosque or
other religious centre being built they have to
be have transparent and upfront about who
they are. Literature shouldn’t be anonymous.”

We caught a glimpse of Clifford
Slapper on his balcony on Thursday 7 May, just after he’d played
the Ode to Joy as part of his
weekly piano medley. A small
but perfectly distanced group
had gathered on the street below
to listen, and to Clap for our
Carers. This coincided with the
196th anniversary of the Vienna
premiere of Beethoven’s Ninth
Symphony, which features the
Ode as its glorious climax. The
Symphony was commissioned
by the Philharmonic Society of
London -- so it’s ironic that the
Ode is also the anthem of the
European Union.

Wilkommen and Danke

Catastrophic quarantine
Stuart Procter, chief operating officer of
the Stafford Collection, which owns
Norma restaurant in Charlotte Street,
described Priti Patel's announcement of
a 14-day quarantine for overseas visitors as "catastrophic". He told The
Caterer: "Eighty-five per cent of the
luxury hotel business in W1 comes internationally. If there's a two-week
quarantine in place, you wouldn't book
a trip to England, let alone London."

Spare some change for corporate Fitzrovia
Hard times at Fitzroy Street's corporate
giant Arup, it seems. Its chief economist
would normally have use of a vast server
farm to churn out financial calculations
at high speed. But when Alexander Jan
tweeted about TfL's £1.6 billion bailout
by the government he had to make do
with the only tools at hand. "I've done a
few back of the envelope calculations as
to how much the price hike plus extended hours might raise. By my reckoning, TfL would be doing amazingly well
to net an additional £100 million per
annum from the changes. So at today's
prices, that's just 16 years to go...!" We
didn't realise things had got so bad at
Arup that they've had to resort to backs
of envelopes. Can we start a crowdfunder for them?

It’s Five Fitzrovia Stars for the
new Lidl on Tottenham Court
Road. The German Giant is popular with budget shoppers as
well as posher ones wanting
more bang for their bucks, and
this is their most central London
store so far. On the day I visited
there was a reminder that supermarket staff really are the hero
key workers. A shopper who
"didn’t believe in the virus,” refused to stand on the two-metre
spots marked out on the pavement. The security guard managed to calm the situation down.
Inside, a huge rolling trolley encouraged me to snap up more
than I’d planned. Prices include
a large chicken for £3.19 and five
conference pears for .99p. A
large range, very hard-working
staff at the tills. If only the public
were as well-behaved and professional as the staff.
It’s Wilkommen and Danke Lidl
from the Secret Shopper!
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Mike Pentelow Obituary

picture Mark Thomas
By Peter Kirker
Mike Pentelow, who died peacefully at
home in April, was a long serving contributor to Fitzrovia News and Tower, its predecessor, editor-in-chief for 13 years, and
an accomplished trade union journalist
and author.
His book Characters of Fitzrovia (2001)
-- a pantheon of artists, murderers, musicians and revolutionaries -- came to print
after he squeezed his manuscript through
the letterbox of a neighbour who was also a
multi-millionaire publisher. Felix Dennis
had been a defendant in the notorious Oz
trial, and may have been persuaded by
Mike’s scrawled note: “You’re on page
242.” Dennis’s friend Marsha Rowe
wrote an introduction for the book.
Mike had been involved in the revival of the Fitzrovia area many years
before. In 1973 he was involved in a
festival for the then nameless community. They decided to call it the
Fitzrovia Festival, bringing back a
name that had been used whimsically
in the 1940s and 50s in the literary coterie around Dylan Thomas’s local, the
Wheatsheaf in Rathbone Place, but that
had fallen out of use in the 60s.
He combined his love of walking
and pubs in two books he authored:
Freedom Pass London (2014), and A
Pub Crawl Through History: The Ultimate Boozers’ Who’s Who (2010). He
shared the credit for both with his longterm photographer comrade Peter
Arkell.
Norfolk Red, his biography of the
agrarian communist Wilf Page, was a
labour of love from which he expected
no financial return, an expectation duly
fulfilled.
Born in Sheffield, where his mater-

nal grandfather played for Sheffield
Wednesday, but soon to move with his family to Staines, Surrey, and then Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, Mike was the elder
son of Joan (nee Topham) and Jack Pentelow, an accountant with Smiths Clocks
and Watches.
Bashful about his rather posh schooling in Hampstead, Mike was pleased to bypass university and get straight to work in
newspapers, starting as a trainee reporter
on the Thurrock Gazette. The docks at that
time were riven with the industrial strife
that came with containerisation, and his
sympathies were from the outset, as they
always remained, firmly with the workers.
But his copy was objective and he was professional enough to maintain cordial relationships with the employers.
During those Essex years at the end of
the 1960s he helped stage the free Grays
Beach Festival each year, providing opportunities for amateur rock bands drawn
from impoverished surrounding neighbourhoods to play on stage to sizeable audiences in which mods, Hell's Angels and
the local drug squad mingled together
largely without incident.
Always an ardent Watford fan, Mike
found a way to combine his love of football
with his socialist values by becoming a
sports reporter with the Morning Star. He
took a break to study economics, only to
discover when he came back with a degree
that he had been promoted from sport to
the industry desk. He was stepping into
shoes previously worn by communist luminaries like Bert Ramelson and Mick
Costello, where his irrepressible streak of
flippancy and an innocent unawareness of
anything coming close to PC sometimes
made for an uneasy fit. But he became a
much loved character in the then still extant industrial lobby, and developed last-

ing friendships with leading left-wing
trade-union leaders of the day.
In 1983 he went on to a colourful 20year stint on T&G and Unite in-house titles,
where he managed to survive his unsuccessful campaigning against Bill Morris’s
re-election as general secretary – a reckless
course for any staffer. His show-stopping
dancing at Christmas parties is also well remembered. As Unite’s chief of staff Andrew Murray wrote in the Morning Star:
“Mike put the social in Socialism.”
His immediate boss at the T&G was
Chris Kaufman, one of several socialists
who had been resident with Mike at 21
Nassau Street at one time or another in the
late sixties and 1970s. And Chris it was who
had masterminded Mike’s campaign when
he stood for election to Westminster City
Council in the Communist interest. Both
were pleased and surprised that their efforts amassed 63 votes. In recent years,
largely at their own expense, the brothers
kept the Country Standard title afloat, latterly as an occasional Tolpuddle-focussed
Morning Star supplement.
Renowned for his sparkling repartee,
and quirky humour, the fun side of Mike’s
nature found voice not least in his forming
the International Stand By Me Club -- the
only club, so he claimed, dedicated to a single song. In a drunken midnight coup he
and a Bremen-based chum, “Leaping” Jack
Marlowe, appointed themselves "self-styled
joint world presidents" and allowed the
then Deputy Prime Minister John Prescott
to lead the parliamentary section. The
Mansfield MP Alan (now Sir Alan) Meale
listed it as his club in his Who's Who entry
and Ben E King, whose recording made the
song famous, looked in to lend his support
when visiting the UK - though plainly
fazed by a whimsical tone that would have
worked better with Mike's friend David,
Screaming Lord Sutch.
He had no family of his own but was
fond of David and Clare, the son and
daughter of his brother Guy. He also developed close and lasting bonds with the
children of his friends, sometimes counting on them to get him into pantomimes one of his passions, along with Music Hall,
stand-up and most other forms of live entertainment. He was particularly proud to
have trodden the boards himself in a Ken
Campbell panto staged in Belfast to rowdy
audiences of disadvantaged kids at the
height of the Troubles.
When Fitzrovia News was relaunched
in September 2007 Mike became the editor
and features editor and stamped his mark
on the paper. Mike had done a lot of local
history research for his book Characters of
Fitzrovia and he had been writing articles
for the paper for a long time, including for
Tower, Fitzrovia News' predecessor from
1973 to 1979. He was the senior journalist
and a natural to take a lead on the editorial
content.
An old-school professional journalist,
Mike commissioned illustrators and cartoonists to give the paper some flair and

MIke with his brother Guy
picture Mark Thomas
drew on favours from old friends in the
neighbourhood to contribute features about
people and places.
Under his leadership Fitzrovia News
went from publishing eight pages for every
quarterly edition to 16 pages with some
editions carrying 20 or even 24 pages -- not
bad for a paper produced by volunteers
and supported by advertising from local
businesses. Many of the 5,000 copies
printed were stuffed through people's letterboxes by Mike himself -- whether they
wanted the free paper or not!
Mike's gift was his unique eye for finding amusing anecdotes to write about the
many characters who passed through the
neighbourhood. He also wrote a regular
column featuring local characters that he
would meet in pubs and cafes.
He was a keen walker and combined
this with his love of local history to undertake guided tours of the neighbourhood,
visiting buildings and places of interest and
recounting amusing anecdotes about the famous and infamous who had lived there.
He also organised one of London's
biggest ever pub crawls. Over six days
from Monday 28 March to Saturday 2 April
2011, Mike and friends visited every one of
Fitzrovia's 46 pubs. Starting at the Green
Man on Euston Road, the oldest Pub in
Fitzrovia, and finishing in The Tottenham
(now the Flying Horse) the only remaining
pub on Oxford Street. He even wrote a
short history of all the pubs, complete with
a map he drew by hand for a special feature
published in the paper.
When I chatted with Chris Kaufman
shortly after Mike's death we were in naturally subdued spirits. But within minutes
the mood gave way to laughter as an
avalanche of hilarious anecdotes came tumbling into the conversation. As Chris reflected, it will be the case in years to come
that whenever Mike is brought to mind,
heartfelt unconstrained laughter will
quickly follow. It's a priceless legacy.
Mike had no immediate family but is
outlived by his brother Guy, a one-time
president of Norwich Union in Canada,
who is now living in Canada again.
Michael John Pentelow born 26 May 1946,
died 1 April 2020.
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Mike Pentelow Tributes
Mike’s commitment to editing, writing for and publishing the Fitzrovia News made it by repute the
longest running community newspaper in London.
His community work started in the early 1970s when
he was a member of the Whitfield Study Group, coordinated by Karin Janzon, one of Camden’s community workers based at the Whitfield play centre.
This Group submitted the application to Camden for
Urban Aid funding to set up the Fitzrovia Neighbourhood Association. Funding was awarded in 1974
and the FNA took over the shop at 39 Tottenham
Street the following year. Mike was possibly the first
secretary of the FNA.
Tower was first published in April 1973 and in 1979
Mike wrote a front page article on plans to turn
24/25 Nassau Street into luxury flats for overseas
visitors with relatives in the Middlesex Hospital.
At the opening of the Warren five-a-side pitch in about
The existing tenants were being offered derisory
1980. The Tower Tornadoes. From left to right: Adrian
sums to move. The title changed to the Fitzrovia
Dennis (one time treasurer of the FNA), Nick Bailey
Neighbourhood News in November 1980 when the
(one time secretary and chair of the FNA), Patrick
FNA staff took a leading role in producing the paper.
Ensor (founding editor of Tower), Roger Burrell (archiFitzrovia News followed in January 1987 and in 2007
tect who designed the Neighborhood Centre 39 and the
Mike took over as editor-in-chief and author of nuWarren Playground), and Mike Pentelow.
merous articles on famous and infamous events in
Mike will be remembered and missed by all who
Fitzrovia’s history. Radical politics, pubs and murknew him. His knowledge and his sincerity will be ders were some of his particular interests.
irreplaceable. Eddie Duke-Low
Nick Bailey

MIke with Ann Goodburn at
the “`Characters of Fitzrovia“
book launch in 2001

Singer Ben E King meets the international
president of the Stand By Me Club.

I first met Mike with a group of nursing
friends in Anemos, a Greek restaurant in Charlotte Street, in 1980. This was when the Retsina
and Ouzo flowed all too freely and the waiter
became a magician and dancing took place on
the chairs. Although Mike’s unique and endearing dancing technique required more
space than a table top.
Mike studied PPE, Politics, Philosophy and
Economics at the Polytechnic of Central London, now the University of Westminster. Here
he was tutored by Frank Warner, who became
a lifelong friend along with John Fisher and
Steve Doherty.
The Glory restaurant on Goodge Street was a
longtime favourite. Run by two Greek Cypriots, Nick and Costa. Mike would hold Sunday
‘Nosh and Natter’ afternoons there with a
topic and main speaker. These could get quite
lively but there must be no doubt that if you
ever saw a mouse it came from the restaurant
next door!
Mike had lovely parents, Jack with the Pentelow wit and Joan so sweet and caring. Joan
had Alzheimer’s for many years but Mike
would visit her frequently taking her out and
bringing a lot of cheer to all around her.
One of the highlights of my life was the ‘Character’s of Fitzrovia’ book launch at the Bolivar
Hall in 2001. I used to save each Chapter on

my computer as a back up and I know the passion Mike put into it.
Mike hired the 100 Club on Oxford Street for his 60th Birthday in 2006 which he shared with his ‘godson’ John-Michael’s
18th Birthday. It was an amazing night with live gigs of all ages.
Mike was devastated when JM was badly burnt in a car accident in Namibia in 1999 and when he died in 2016 but he
was always there to support him and both his parents.
Gigs Restaurant on Tottenham Street was the choice of venue for both celebrations and Mike’s regular Saturday night
meal with Jean, Liz, Lemar and other friends. Aristos and Chris always welcomed us all.
Mike’s soulmate was Peter Kirker and I enjoyed times when Peter’s daughter Sorcha (Mike’s goddaughter) and her
partner Andrew would visit from Orkney and we’d all go out together.
Mike has hundreds of friends and comrades and I have only mentioned a few in his beloved Fitzrovia. Mike was loyal
and non-judgemental. I have been privileged to have Mike as such a loving friend. His warmth, his humour and his
laughter will live on within us and amongst us.
Mike is outlived by his brother Guy, niece Clare, nephew David and new arrival his great nephew Grayson who he was
pleased to visit in Ontario last July.
A Memorial will be held at Golders Green Crematorium followed by a wake at Mike’s local pub, the King and Queen on
Foley Street, when restrictions are lifted. It will be announced via the Fitzrovia News. Ann Goodburn
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MIke with his godson John-Michael in 1989
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"Well done, team" or "Well done, comrades", Mike would say at the end of a night
out. Mike was a wonderful man, he was generous to a fault, loyal, reliable, wise,
funny, good company, and the best of friends.
I met Mike in the early 80s and through him I met my future husband Mac Sveinsson. Mac was Mike's lodger at Nassau Street and eventually I moved in for over a
year. Mike's place was party central mainly due to the fact that Mike had a fabulous
record collection. He had painted his sitting room completely black, even the ceiling, which had Xmas decorations hanging, which he never took down. The red flag
dominated the room plus posters of Russia, band tours and even a circus.
Mac and myself moved to Page Street. But we celebrated the birthdays of my
daughter Elizabeth and then her son Lemar at Mike's flat. Mike made all events into
something special. He has been a wonderful uncle to Liz and Lemar. When Mac and
I got married Mike was the only one wearing a top hat and tails at the wedding.
When he visited his friend Leaping Jack in Bremen, Germany in the early 1980s they
started "The Stand By Me Club". They empathized with the words and to be a member you just had to feel the same. Its membership was huge and it soon became the
"International Stand By Me Club" with Mike being the president.
When newsletters sent by Mike appeared, they were always a great read. There
were pictures of new members and Zoe, Mac's first daughter, would often submit illustrated, funny, quirky stories when she was 12 years old. The back page was devoted to any bands who had covered the song made famous by Ben E King.
Even MPs joined and Mike and Pal Carter were interviewed on morning TV. Fame
at last!
MIke with Jean Sveinsson 2018
He bought the Morning Star every day, and he was very upset when his newsagent
picture Etiennne Gilfillan
closed due to the virus. He would have hated this lockdown, being such a social
person who loved the pubs.
had his favourite eating holes. The Glory in Goodge Street until it closed and then Gigs on Tottenham Street on a Saturday night. At
ose meals together with friends Mike would always insist on paying, but would ask us to be generous in tips for the staff.
ke used to join me at Regent's Park where Lemar played football. He even took Lemar to see his beloved Watford play at home.
ke would join us at Christmas, and always bring presents. He surprised us once by putting in a 5th birthday request for Liz on Radio 2.
e tuned in and heard the lovely birthday wishes from him, followed of course by the song Stand By Me.
will be truly missed. Mike had so much more to give. Taken from us far too early. A top social socialist. R.I.P. The Sveinsson family

eply saddened to hear that Mike passed
both have very happy memories which
easure.
ohn and Sandra Guddrick
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MIke with Tony Blair
I first met Mike Pentelow seven years’ ago at All Souls
School in Foley Street. The school had heard about Mike
as a well known local historian, author and Fitzrovia News
editor.
We ran a parent engagement programme called F.A.S.T
(Families and Schools Together) in 2014 and Mike was invited into the school to hold a series of fun talks about the
history of Fitzrovia. He never hesitated to bring his
knowledge and enthusiasm about history, highwayman,
and the rats of London to the School Mike and Fitzrovia
News became an important part our school community
which included: Super Hero’s Day, community issues,
fundraising, and advertising our annual Summer and
Winter Fairs.
Two years’ ago I met with Mike and Jean Sveisson to
liase with them on the Blue Plaque Walk Map a project
be created by the pupils. Mike gave the school a list of
the Blue Plaques in the area and how a walk and map
could be structuted. The children then created their own
map
Mike also took part each year in All Souls School Quiz
Night forming the Fitzrovia News Team against the other
teams of teachers, parents and local donors.
We were all so saddened to hear about the passing of
Mike and his amazing influence, knowledge and charm
at All Souls Primary School. Mike Pentelow was truly a
much loved Character of Fitzrovia and will be dearly
missed. Angela Nicholson

in December 2014. It was immediately apparent that
tful, kind man with a sense of humour. Over the
much in common and became firm friends.
a humanitarian, a communist and a Renaissance
in music and pop culture sat easily alongside an en- Fitzrovia News Quiz team at the All Souls fundraising event
f the labour movement, local history and myriad
September 2004, me and Chris had just taken over Gigs in
Tottenham Street. Mike walked in the same week and sat
aving interviewed me for Fitzrovia News, we came
riting a regular column about my life as a local musi- down in the restaurant. He ordered a chicken shish, Greek
salad and chips along with a bottle of Retsina. We got
n. We always met for coffee and shared a few jokes
chatting and he became that very rare thing, a special
column to him.
friend. I would then see him at least once a week, where
lf delivered throughout the area, he would gather
Sunday to be allocated different sections of Fitzrovia, we would analyse, discuss, laugh and debate anything
and everything. His sense of humour was something sped convene at the One Tun pub on Goodge Street,
cial; his ability to find the funny side to any subject was
ntire distribution team to a Sunday lunch, just one
unique. I along with everyone have so many great memoary generosity of both spirit and substance.
ries to remember and cherish. When we finally reopen
o the Communist Party of Great Britain and had
er, the Morning Star. I belong to the Socialist Party of after this crisis subsides things will be different especially
ganisations have always been implacably opposed to with no Mike, the first thing we will do is open a few bottles of Retsina and toast
ver, despite this, we got on very warmly and found
Mike,
he has left but will
y issues, and it was typical of Mike that he would
never
be
forgotten. As
rade”, in recognition of this. He was always one to
he would say every time
ween people more than their differences. He was no
he left Gigs, “see you
al commitment was informed by passion and common bruv”. Aristos Patical debate. He was exceptionally laid-back and
MIke with Peter Kirker
pasavva (Gigs)
a pleasure to spend time with.
e across some obscure item connecting Fitzrovia to
I was talking about Mike to a friend who’d never met him. Writer, historian, activist, editor, pub-crawl
nd the labour movement, and knew that Mike was
organiser ... I was on the edge of tears. “No wonder you’re upset,” she said. “You’ve obviously lost part
d most appreciate it. Just recently I was sent a pamof the fabric of your community.” And she was right, of course. More than that, Mike was one of the
cialist Party of Great Britain in 1905, showing its adkindest men I’ve ever known. How will we manage without him? -- Sue Blundell
eet (also the Communist Club), which I sent straight
I first came across the name Mike Pentelow when my wife gave me a book called Characters of Fitzrovia.
a rare article about the Communist Club, much to
It was beautifully and warmly written, reflecting the rich and colourful history of the area and its people.
When I started writing for the Fitzrovia News I found in Mike a supportive, kind and endlessly curious
ment of Fitzrovia and its special profile, in all of its
friend. He was a journalist of the old and best school, scribbling notes down in his little red book which
to 2020, from its eighteenth century cultural anseemed better than any modern data system. I once met him outside the Prince of Wales Feathers, I think
more modern manifestations. He was erudite but
it was, for a pub quiz. He was excited to have discovered that the word aqueduct is spelt with an e instead
ly, being unassuming and diligent. He was fundaof a second a. As a fellow journalist and writer, I was surprised at this too. It was Mike's undying enthusind generous, but also funny and witty. His loss will
asm for this kind of detail that will stay with me. Mike was a rare species, who for me will always be the
us friends who held him in dear regard, but also by
soul of Fitzrovia. -- Brian Jarman
whole. Clifford Slapper
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Mike Pentelow continued
A cool, dank Friday evening
in September 1983, a week's
work at the media coalface
completed, four less than
likely lads were in search of
alcoholic sustenance and
had wandered north of Oxford Street to an area of unfamiliarity; Fitzrovia,
although few at that time
used the name. The Fitzroy
Tavern was busy so we ambled across Charlotte Street
into what was then The
Northumberland Arms,
now the Draft House, which
looked to be marginally less
hectic. I hastened to the
small bar at about the same
time as a bearded, balding
individual of portly comportment, dressed in a red
tee-shirt with an obscure, faded message, purple loon pants which
may well have once belonged to the underground heavy rock
combo, the Pink Fairies, and a duffel coat of sorts, of indeterminate
history that seemed to scream "Aldermaston". The smiling face behind this eclectic ensemble spoke just three words, "after you, comrade". Ladies and Gentlemen...Michael Pentelow, the Boswell of
Fitzrovia.
Mike was a friend from that time on, through the vicissitudes of fortune, geography and emotion he was reassuringly available, in person as he ambled his way from Nassau Street towards our usual
rendezvous at the One Tun, by phone or latterly email, ready to
laugh, discuss and share concerns, gossip and irritations, always
tempered with his keen sense of jocularity which was entirely and refreshingly non-pc. If it tickled him he was tickled pink, with the subject matter duly jotted down into his omnipresent notebook for
future sharing. He would deny the allegation but Mike was something of a polymath as evidenced by his willingness to engage with
others on a cinemascope-wide variety of subjects, from his beloved
Watford FC, (whom he backed every year to lift silverware, to find it
was only ever to be Tupperware) through the gamut of history, the
written word, music and old time music hall. And politics...
Ah yes, politics. We were cut from a different cloth there, but our
friendship traversed the ideological divide and never became a
source of anger or resentment, as humour would always surmount
any obstacle. I recall that on one occasion we were reminiscing over
the fate of a mutual friend known to many as Hungarian Joe. A
friend asked about him:
JA. He came to Britain in 1956, right after the Hungarian Revolution.
MP. COUNTER-Revolution, comrade. My round, I believe?
Generous to the last, but never at the risk of damaging his principles.
The loss of his closest friend, John Fisher, in 2019 hit him hard but he
was terribly shaken by the death of John and Ann's son a few years
before. Mike was John-Michael's friend, mentor and adviser and the
tragedy devastated him.
One last note. Towards the end of last year I boarded a train and to
my delight found Mike sitting in the carriage, thumbing his way
through the Morning Star, "Mike" I cried, "Ah hello, comrade!" He
then paused and beamed the famous Pentelow grin, "I always suspected you were a fellow traveller". John Axon
Mike Pentelow’s greeting in the pub was always “Comrades!” thus earning him the sobriquet Comrade Mike. Comrade Mike was
often to be seen in The King & Queen, and
The One Tun of yore. I’m sure he frequented other Fitzrovia establishments, but
that’s where he made his mark with us.
“Funny you should say that...” was a usual
gambit, then he would furnish us with a
tale of some bygone local, or “Didn’t he
used to play for...” bit of arcane knowledge.
“His brother was...” Always delivered with
a twinkle that set up the listener for a good,
and often chortleous yarn.

Mike with Peter Arkell
“When the night has come and the land is dark”
The opening lines of Ben E. King’s song “Stand By
Me”, perfectly described my feelings when I got the
news on 1st April that Mike had died.
For my prodigiously talented, much loved friend
of 50 years, Communist, author, journalist and community activist was also joint world president of the
International Stand By Me Club (ISBMC). He loved
the words of a song that stood for his kind of solidarity - of workers through their unions and residents
through his local community in central London.
These are strange days we’re living and dying
through – plagued by an invisible virus, taking its toll.
Strange indeed then, to report that nothing better describes our reaction to Mike’s death than the sound of
laughter! Nearly every one of the cascade of condolence calls I took ended in chuckling or outright cackling. For all of us has a Pentelow story to recount of
the genial, self-effacing, impish social instigator. At 73
Mike was fully engaged in his creative pursuits. A life
sadly cut short when in full flow. But what a life…
As a journalist he first worked for the Thurrock
Gazette in Essex drawing on a rich seam of stories
from the local docks. At the Morning Star, initially on
the sports desk, then on the industrial beat in the footsteps of Mick Costello, life-long friendships developed
with contemporaries such as Roy Jones and photographer Pat Mantle.
Then followed a dazzling career on the publications of the Transport & General Workers’ Union.
Knowing his qualities when I took on the editorship of
the T&G Record, Mike was my first “signing” as chief
reporter in 1983. For nearly 20 years he got to know
and report on the exploits of union members across
every industry and region.
He could tease a story out of anybody, head
slightly inclined as he jotted gems into his ever-present notebook – often finding the convivial setting of a
pub encouraging that extra dimension to the tale.
Mike’s unassuming nature, kindness and quirkiness sometimes blinded people to his sheer professionalism. In writing, design and lay-out, liaison with
printers or hitting deadlines he was absolutely reliable. He went on to edit The Landworker (for T&G
agricultural and rural workers) obtaining legendary
status with the membership. Then, when he retired,

It’s said that a gentleman should only be as
loud as his clothes. I’m not sure Mike
would necessarily agree with that titular
term, but to us he was. Who could forget
Mike’s bellowing African print two piece
suit that ever saw it. Vibrant colours with
vying hues, a real horse startler. I believed
it was fashioned in South Africa which he
visited with Cape Townian John Fisher, and
John Jnr, both sadly no longer with us. It
was in his care for both that his comradely
qualities shone. He lived his left leaning
politics, & actually gave a damn. In the personal; to his friends, & pub cohorts, & also

he was instrumental in reviving the Country Standard, became editor of Fitzrovia News, maintained
the spasmodic appearance of the Stand by Me Club
Bulletin, and was involved in countless other enterprises.
He also built a reputation as an author. Norfolk
Red, his biography of farmworkers’ leader and communist Wilf Page, showed Mike’s deep interest in
rural trade unionism. A Pub-Crawl through History
and Freedom Pass London were written with fellowauthor and photographer Peter Arkell. His lavishly-illustrated Characters of Fitzrovia was published by
Felix Dennis
In his element at Tolpuddle, Burston, Joseph Arch
and other rural festivals, Mike showed that you could
‘socialize for socialism’. In the early 1970s he had
bravely stood as Communist candidate in South
Marylebone. Unfortunately the voters passed up the
chance to elect him as a local Westminster councillor.
With the slogan of “we keep the rent low with Michael
Pentelow” (to the tune Avanti Popolo) and despite
having me as his agent, the anticipated surge of support failed to materialize!
A great instigator of social activities, Mike was a
keen participant in the outings of the friends’ groups
the Essex Ramblers and the Old Codgers to places
such as Bletchley Park. His passion for Watford Football Club was shared with brother Guy with over 50years’ support for the Hertfordshire club through
thick and (mostly) thin.
His early childhood was in Sheffield. Guy told
me of an exchange with their father Jack, which hints
at Mike’s characteristic openness and independence
even at the age of four: at his birthday party Mike was
given a toy yacht. He left his guests to sail the boat on
a nearby pond. Berating his son for leaving the party,
Jack said “Did you ask your mother?” “Yes.” said
Mike. “What did she say?” “She said ‘No’.” He
stayed a child at heart; curious, engaging and playful
which is why he got on so well with his friends’ kids.
As a local historian, Mike led many walks around
London such as the ‘Karl Marx Pub Crawl’, paying
homage to the master of materialism in the many watering holes he frequented on his way back home from
his hard day’s work at the British Museum.
His central London flat would often give shelter
to friends needing a roof over their head.
the wider community, as others I am sure
Not just a roof though! Who, of the multiwill write. I just met him in the pub, and
tudes present, can forget the riotous party
thought he was fun, & a font of knowledge, marking the installation of an indoor toilet?.
which came out in his books
At that point it had not been connected, so
In my copy of his “A Pub Crawl Through those in need of relief were directed to the
History“ his inscription reads “To Joe, you mezzanine podium whilst the ceremonial
owe me £14” The receipt he later gave me I roistering continued aloft. Mike was someuse as a treasured book mark. As to his
one special. Truly an original who enriched
other excellent book “Characters of
us all.
Fitzrovia” well, he could surely be included
As the song goes “Whenever you’re in
amongst them. As another character Richie trouble, won’t you stand by me?” Mike did,
Parkes might’ve said “You couldn’t write
for so many… and now we stand by his
it.” Comrade Mike did. - Joseph Mattey
memory. - Chris Kaufman
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Not as easy as it looks

By the
DINING DETECTIVE
PICTURE PUZZLE. The picture at
the bottom of this page was taken at
the wall of the Eisenhower Centre,
Chenies Street

During these strange and bad
times of the corona virus there is
no place for a Restaurant Review
by a Dining Detective anywhere unless you are going to review
your own cooking. And after
some weeks you can get very fed
up with your own cooking - and
to be honest I think, at the moment, of a MacDonalds burger
and chips as a culinary treat!
So for this edition of the
Fitzrovia News I’ll write from another angle.
The job of a Dining Detective
on this newspaper is not as easy
as it may look (and as I’m often
reminding readers, I have to pay
for the privilege!) First of all you
have to find an interesting new
restaurant, although we are lucky
in Fitzrovia. And I was particularly lucky, because in my anonymous role I was often
accompanied by Mike Pentelow,
the late Editor of the Fitzrovia
News, and I am going to miss
him. Mike had an amazingly
large circle of friends and acquaintances and he always had
an ear to the ground – when he
died he had already sent me a
message to say he’d found our
next restaurant to try. He secretly
quite liked fine dining so I had to
be firm: for years I tried to find
places where a person could have
a meal and a glass or two of wine
for £35 per head. As Fitzrovia
changed, so did the prices, so we
became gleeful if we could still
suddenly find new places where
our price could still get us a decent meal: we were amazed with

our ample Italian meal last year at
the newish and hugely popular
Circulo Popolare which came in
under budget, and enjoyed the
food and the price of the quickly
popular Ippudo in Goodge
Street. One of my favourites
where I often go with friends is
still Chattinad in Percy Street:
wonderful inexpensive Indian
food – and an extremely nice red
house wine! Another is Stephen
Street Kitchen, part of the BFI. At
all of these restaurants you can
still get a meal, with wine, for my
budget limit: I hope all of them
survive these difficult and dangerous times.
I used to have a fault at first,
as a Dining Detective. And although Mike sort of agreed with
me I knew it was a fault really.
Quite often I read quite spiteful,
(and I should think devastating
for the owners), reviews of some

Picture puzzle

new restaurants by ‘professional’
reviewers, so we agreed that if I
went somewhere I actively didn’t
like I would simply not review it,
rather than write damagingly
about it. (Mind you some restaurants have complained to the
Fitzrovia News that I have written
damaging reviews even if I simply had reservations about them
– I shall mention no names!)
Anyway one night Mike and I
went to a relatively new place in
Cleveland Street that didn’t seem
to be garnering much of a clientele. The owners were so nice, so
obviously anxious to please, and
only two other guests arrived the
whole time we were there. It was
- sort of - all right, but not a
restaurant to write home about
and then in the night I got food
poisoning! And I should have
written that, for the sake of Fitzrovians and I didn’t because I felt
sorry for the owners. I have
stopped any such ‘niceness’ now,
and write as I find.
If you want to be a secret Dining Detective as I have, it's quite
hard to write notes for a review
while eating, without drawing attention to oneself. You need the
menu (for ingredients and prices),
and you learn quite a lot sometimes by talking to the waiters,
but you look a bit suspicious taking notes or asking for the menu
back for no reason and then scribbling; occasionally I would bring
out a small notebook and see if I
could make it look as if I was interviewing Mike and taking notes
from his answers!

Comfort food to take away on
Warren Street By Stephen Heath
For those struggling for a glimmer of cheer in these grim times, I do
recommend a brisk walk (or two) up to Shaheen Peerbhai’s Miel Bakery on Warren Street.
Unlike its now boarded up neighbour, our other favourite foodie
haunt, the iconic Honey & Spice, it is still open and offering a limited
selection du pain et des viennoiseries.
Their French interpretation of a chocolate chip cookie is nice and tasty
and, if you are struggling to find something seasonal to celebrate, they
do have some mouth-wateringly good, hand crafted, hot cross buns.
Not very French, I know, but one has to make do. Knocks spots off
Gails and Cordon Bleu, but they are not cheap.
So next time you escape isolation for your government authorised,
daily exertion, I suggest a few invigorating laps around Fitzroy
Square. Then, having savoured the delights of Robert Adam’s architectural legacy, pop into Miel’s for a cholesterol top-up. The adventurous can then even progress to Regent’s Park, depending on how many
gateaux you need to burn off.
Support local enterprise. You know it makes sense.
Miel Bakery (takeway and deliveries only) 57 Warren Street, Fitzrovia,
London W1T 5NR. Open 8am to 6pm Monday to Saturday.

Please mention
Fitzrovia News when
replying to advertisers

All Saints Margaret Street

We very much regret that, due to the coronavirus
situation, All Saints Church is currently closed to the
public. In order to offer ongoing spiritual sustenance,
we are now offering a daily online Mass.

Watch/listen online

Everyone is welcome to join us via live video
stream, every day at 12 noon, broadcast on the All
Saints YouTube Channnel and is available here afterwards to watch again.
Sundays we are offering a live video stream on our
website homepage.

How well do you know Fitzrovia?
Can you identify this photograph?
For the answer see below the detective picture at
the top of this page.

Ways to access our online services:
allsaintsmargaretstreet.org.uk
All Saints YouTube channnel
Bishop Rowan will be
All Saints Facebook pagewith us from Palm
Sunday to Easter Day

Times of Daily Prayer, Masses, and Confessions are advertised at:
www.allsaintsmargaretstreet.org.uk Parish office: 020 7636 1788
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The 200-year-old cosmopolitan and
architectural allure of Oxford Street

Oxford Street in 2018. To the left, the former Lyons Oxford Corner House at Nos 14–24. Composite image. Chris Redgrave. Historic England Archive.

By Helene Parry
The Survey of London has published its latest volume, for the first time devoted to a
single thoroughfare – Oxford Street, one
side of which is located in Fitzrovia.
The Survey, founded in 1894, is a research project to produce a comprehensive
architectural survey of central London and
its suburbs. Volume 53 of the Survey, 440
pages in length, traces the story of Oxford
Street from Roman times to today, exploring how it became the most continually
prosperous shopping street not just in London, but arguably, anywhere. This richly
detailed investigation brings together data
and details of the street’s history, offers insights into the buildings and businesses
that have left their mark on the area, and
includes over 385 photographs and drawings, many previously unpublished. As the
volume’s editor, architectural historian Andrew Saint, writes in his introduction,
many streets of shops around the world
surpass it in cosmopolitan chic, yet Oxford
Street has enjoyed international allure for
over two centuries.
Dating back to Roman times, the street,
over a mile long, was formerly known as
Tyburn Road, notorious as the route from
Newgate Prison to the Tyburn Gallows
near the present Marble Arch. Gradual improvements to the road surface, and its
eventual paving in the 1770s, transformed
the route into an urban street serving the
prosperous communities of Marylebone

and Mayfair. The Tyburn executions ended
in the 1780s, bolstering the street’s commercial potential. The Survey notes that from
the 1830s onwards Oxford Street began to
take advantage of public transport which
provided access to its shops, by bus, cab
and underground train.
Recording the development of the
shops of Oxford Street, the Survey observes
that as far back as the 1780s, the street’s
predominant industry was the same as it is
today – clothing. Before 1725, most shops
were either in the front rooms of ordinary
houses, or were open-fronted with wooden
shutters that closed at night. By the 1830s,
fully glazed shopfronts had become the
norm, and Oxford Street was home to
many covered bazaars. In 1851 Marshall &
Snelgrove opened their Royal British Warehouse, which, notes the Survey, has a good
claim to qualify as the street’s first department store. Other department stores followed, starting as drapery businesses that
started small, then grew, including John
Lewis, founded in 1864.
Chapter 1 of Volume 53 focuses on the
eastern end of Oxford Street, near St Giles’
Circus. On the Fitzrovia side of the street,
one building with a particularly varied history stands near the corner of Oxford Street
and Tottenham Court Road. This building,
then No 14-16 Oxford Street, was established as the Oxford Music Hall in 1861 by
theatre manager Charles Morton. It quickly
became one of the capital’s most popular
music halls, attracting such notable per-

formers of the day as Marie Lloyd and
George Robey. The building survived two
major fires and several rebuildings, notably
in the 1890s, when it was reconstructed in
the French Second Empire architectural
style, with two towers crowning its crested
roof. In 1917 the hall was converted into a
legitimate theatre and in 1921 renamed the
New Oxford Theatre. When the theatre
closed in May 1926, the building was converted into a Lyons Corner House. In 1979
it became the home of the first Virgin
Megastore, and now, renumbered 4-24 Oxford Street, houses a branch of low-cost
clothing chain Primark, the store’s white
stone front dating from its Corner House
days.
The Survey describes the Flying Horse
at 4–6 Oxford Street as “the only true pub”
on Oxford Street. The last remaining pub
on the street, it is a Grade II listed building
and a major surviving monument of London’s late Victorian pub boom. Built in
1892-93, its exterior architecture, in the
Flemish Renaissance style, suits its tall narrow frontage. Formerly named The Tottenham, it reverted to the name the Flying
Horse in 2014, a name not uncommon in
the age of coaching inns along major thoroughfares. The Survey includes some striking colour photographs of the pub’s
interior detail, its panelling, mosaics and
paintings personifying the seasons.
Another notable building in this part of
Oxford Street was Frascati’s Restaurant,
once one of the most prestigious restau-

rants in London. Frascati’s occupied spacious premises behind 26–32 Oxford Street
between 1892 and 1954. Patrons enjoyed
dining there to the accompaniment of a
string orchestra, not then usual in 1890s
London.
Further chapters of the Survey go on to
examine other notable buildings and developments in the history of Oxford Street, up
to the present day, with the advent of
Crossrail and council plans to enhance the
street’s assets in the face of competition
from online shopping. As Andrew Saint
notes in his introduction: “It is to be hoped
the present volume will help in identifying
and valuing those assets.”
The Survey of London
Volume 53: Oxford Street, edited by Andrew Saint, is published by Yale University
Press, London (£75).

Subscribe to the
Fitzrovia News email
newsletter for latest
news, events, and
planning and licensing
applications and
public consultations.
bit.ly/fitzrovianews
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Looking back
through the
archives
5 years ago June 2015

Ian Board, second from left. Muriel and Carmel, far right. Leonard Blackett, seated front row, 1950s. Photo: Copyright, Colony Room Archive.

Soho’s lost post-war living room
of badly behaved bohemians
Tales from the Colony Room: Soho’s Lost
Bohemia by Darren Coffield. London: Unbound, 2020.
Reviewed by Ann Basu
The Colony Room in Dean Street W1 was a
living-room-sized drinking club for members only, above an Italian restaurant up a
long dirty staircase. It was at the heart of a
post-war Soho packed with pubs, clubs and
restaurants full of people wanting to get off
their heads on drink or drugs, debate,
argue, and have sex with each other. Soho
was also where rising generations of artists,
writers and musicians mixed with politicians, media people and social influencers,
making the area, along with Fitzrovia, the
cosmopolitan hub of London.
The “heroically bohemian” Colony, as
Darren Coffield describes it in his absorbing Tales from the Colony Room, was
jammed wall-to-wall with the brightest
minds and talents, as well as the biggest
appetites for booze: artists Francis Bacon,
Lucian Freud, Damien Hirst and Marc
Quinn, the poet George Barker, journalist
and MP Tom Driberg, playwright and excon Frank Norman and professional drunk
Jeffrey Bernard, who was perennially ‘unwell’. John Hurt says, “the intellectual
vigour was extraordinary – feverish conversation.” The club was a cross between a
drinking den and a salon. It was also an
open, accepting home for gay culture in the
days when being gay equated to being
criminal.

Coffield, who belonged to the club, has
crafted Tales from The Colony Room from
an archive of members’ tape-recorded reminiscences about their exciting or bizarre,
sometimes wild or violent, nights at the
Colony. In their anecdotes we can hear the
club’s many characters speak as plainly and
entertainingly as if we were there at the bar.
Frank Norman says, “there was hardly
a week went by without some mention of
the Colony Room Club or one of its seven
hundred members who are as mixed a
bunch as you are ever likely to meet … on a
good night they all get along with each
other like a big happy family. On a bad
night they snap and snarl at one another
like a pack of mongrel bitches in a slum
alley.”
Some of the best stories are about the
original proprietor, Muriel Belcher. She
opened the club in 1948 and combined the
roles of hostess, mother confessor and foulmouthed bouncer. No one could get past
her except people she judged to be witty,
cultured, creative or otherwise interesting.
She sometimes gave strangers a brutal reception. The writer Molly Parkin says, “I
was totally unprepared for Muriel – as who
indeed would not be in instant, bowelvoiding terror of that beak-nosed presence
– perched there on her hallowed stool …
When I stammered that I was a painter, her
eyes glinted with approval. ‘Thought you
was a fucking secretary from them awful
clothes.’”

Bad behaviour in members was no
bar if Muriel liked a person; and the
Colony Room saw a lot of bad behaviour.
Francis Bacon publicly fell out with John
Minton, an artist who had supported
Bacon early on. Julian Maclaren-Ross, in
Memoirs of the Forties, describes Minton,
who was a club regular, dancing“ down
Dean Street towards the Colony Club, his
long loose jointed figure … skipping
ahead on the cold bare winter pavement,
with bony fingers snapping like castanets
and gaunt hollow face alight in the neon
glow.” Minton apparently became jealous
of Bacon’s success and insulted his work
one night at the Colony. “Francis poured a
bottle of champagne over Minton’s head
and massaged it into his scalp, repeating
his mantra: ‘Champagne for my real
friends, real pain for my sham friends.’
Deeply wounded, Minton found the public humiliation too much to bear.” In 1957
he died of an overdose of sleeping pills.
The Colony Room closed in 2008, but
to read this book is to be whirled back to
its world: Soho’s lost post-war Bohemia.
Many of the personalities who belonged
there are no longer alive. In Tales from the
Colony Room, Coffield has created a very
welcome home for their spirits.
Ann Basu is a writer and historian. Her
book Fitzrovia: The Other Side of Oxford
Street was published in 2019. annbasu.co.uk

The Fitzrovia Neighbourhood Association
(FNA) celebrated 40 years since opening the
Neighbourhood Centre, but was facing a difficult time competing for grant funding. Barb
Jacobson warned that the organisation faced
severe challenges to fund its services and
community work.
An exhibition of radical posters by the See
Red Women’s Workshop which was founded
in 1974 by three ex art students wanting to
combat the negative images of women in advertising and the media was to be held at the
Neighbourhood Centre as part of the
Fitzrovia Festival.
Camden Council claimed there were only five
rough sleepers in the whole of the borough on
a typical night, when there were clearly much
more than that. Fitzrovia News accused the
council of lying.
David Lammy, MP for Tottenham, set up a
campaign office in Whitfield Street as part of
his bid to be the Labour candidate for the
2016 election for Mayor of London.
Estate managers at University College London said there was not enough demand for
cycle parking in Fitzrovia for students so they
were reducing on site cycle spaces from 90 to
45 in redevelopment plans for Astor College
halls of residence on Charlotte Street.

10 years ago June 2010
A basement club in Goodge Street which had
been closed after a police raid six months earlier was planning to re-open, despite the continuation of the illegal activity which had
merely continued on the pavement and in a
variety of nearby buildings. Camden council
as licensing authority had repeatedly failed to
take action and local residents had little faith
in the new licence application being scrutinised properly.

15 years ago June 2005
The front page story reported on an accident
and emergency department opening at the
new University College Hospital on Euston
Road. Mike Pentelow wrote about how the sex
industry had long been a part of Fitzrovia’s
character.

20 years ago June 2000
Residents in Ridgmount Gardens were angered at plans by Rada to demolish an attractive building on the corner of Chenies Street
and replace it with a dull modern block with
offices, 14 luxury flats, no social housing.

25years ago June 1995
Plans for a new University College Hospital
on Euston Road were the subject of a meeting
to be held by the Charlotte Street Association.

30 years ago June 1990
Residents groups feared that Oxford Street
would be pedestrianised under plans by
Westminster council, and buses and taxis diverted through Fitzrovia along Mortimer
Street and Goodge Street. Local people said
there was already enough pollution and congestion from motor vehicles without adding
more.
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He is going to come in. He prowls
outside the house, breaching orders. The streets are empty. There
are so many protocols, injunctions: Stay alert. Stay at home. Wash
your hands for twenty seconds. Be
vigilant about people violating your
space. Order groceries online. Quarantine the shopping that arrives at
your door. Don’t order groceries online unless you are vulnerable. You
can’t place so many controls on
him — it is too much. But more
than that, he knows he’s been
publicly sanctioned: lock yourself
inside the space of domestic incidents.
No one is watching except to
shame neighbours who bask in
the sun. We mustn’t put the vulnerable at risk. He knows that the domestic sphere is his for the
winning. It doesn’t matter that he
isn’t inside the house. The point is
that I am in it. He has lost control,
but not over me because he
knows where I am at all times. I
am fixed and he slinks and slides
around his territory. I am to understand that he will be inside
when he wants to be.
You’re in for a surprise, says the
note he left pegged to the washing
line. He’s been in the garden? But
of course he has. He is always
coming closer, closer. I feel him as
I step out of the shower, my hand
stopping as I towel my hair. Peek
through the curtains and he is
there. The doorbell rings and,
through the spy hole, there he is
on the other side, just standing.
Or sometimes not standing there.

Injunction

A short story by SUNITA SOLIAR
I have sealed up the letterbox so
that he can’t look in. So is it my
fault now that he has broken into
the garden to pin his note? Would
he otherwise have slipped it
through the door? Am I inviting
him in? Try telling him to step
back.
I have to go outside. I have no
more milk, eggs, pasta, rice,
tinned sardines. I have to get out.
The sun is strong. It’s stuffy and
still as death in here, but I can’t
open the windows. Still, I check
them every night to see that they
are locked. I check again every
morning. I have to get out. I can’t
die of starvation inside this mausoleum. Will he be there, waiting
for me? This is nothing new, but it

6 FITZROY SQUARE The perfect venue
The perfect venue for meetings, launches, seminars,
dinners, wedding receptions and other corporate events.

The Georgian Group’s elegant eighteenth-century headquarters
overlooking Fitzroy Square provides
a unique location for all types of private and corporate events in the heart
of central London.

We cordially invite local businesses
and individuals to visit our building
and get a taste of the authentic
Georgian experience...
For booking enquiries, availability
and rates please contact
Rob Kouyoumdjian on 0207 529
8921 or
roomhire@georgiangroup.org.uk

is harder to vary my routine,
harder to disappear now that
there are queues outside supermarkets. Queues bring me to a
standstill. Queues are his allies.
Could you spot the boogeyman?
He wears a mask, just like you.
He too waits patiently. If he went
into a stabbing frenzy or brought
down on me a dozen hammer
blows as I stood on the safe-distance marker outside Tesco, could
you identify the man who did it?
Or would he slip back into unreality, becoming merely a monster?
He looks like a symptomless carrier. I too look like a symptomless
carrier — if you are purblind.
I have my handbag, my keys.
I am standing at the front door. At

the front door. Do I unlock it?
What if he is just out of view,
waiting to attack as soon as he
hears the key in the lock? I have
to do it. Come on, unlock the
door. Don’t stop, just do it. It’s
done. I have jumped out and back
into myself before even taking a
breath. On the doorstep: toilet
paper. Hand wash. Don’t touch
them! I don’t know that they
aren't booby trapped. Looking
carefully though, they seem safe.
Unless there are razor blades inside the toilet paper. Metal fibres.
How could he do that? But he can
do anything. He got hold of hand
wash, didn’t he, when there is
none on the shelves? Is he real? I
have been told in the past that he
was not, that I made him up.
Where was my evidence? Bruises?
But they could have been down to
other causes. But no one real
could be in as many places as he
manages to be, could they? No
one real could know everything
he knows about me? Yet he is real.
That’s the smell of his cologne.
My god, shut the door. Dragging
the stuff in with me. I couldn’t
leave it outside. Someone else
might find it and what about
those razor blades? Did I lock the
door? My heart is pushing my
knees down to the floor, but yes, I
check the lock.
I can’t go outside now. What
was I thinking? Sinking here
against the front door. Stay inside
where no one can see me. At least
in here I am — what? Safe?

Poetry
corner
Lessons from Eyam
We set our flour and salt upon a
stone,
and fish for coins from troughs of
vinegar.
The suffering of Eyam remains
unknown except the coins are fewer than
they were.
Yet if the salt's soon gone, the
flour too,
still no one dares to cross the circle now
(although the stones are roughly
placed and few)
unless it be a lost sheep or a cow.
But look! You see that smoke that
rises slow
to guard against the plague - a
pipe still burns
somewhere in Eyam; aye, someone's puffing though,
and look! A wisp is twisting, how
it turns...
There on the horseshoe curve of
Cucklet Dell,
the dwindling congregation
thumbs at hell. - Terry Egan
Love in Lockdown
If I should fall in love with you,
all of a sudden, out of the blue,
and we two were alone in a room,
there's no way that I could stay
two metres away from you. Wendy Shutler

When this is all over we will have learned
the real meaning of community
by Pat Tulloch
It is the week before lockdown, I self-isolate as I have an underlying
health condition that makes me vulnerable to Covid-19. At the Fitzrovia
Centre we are in the business of creating social cohesion through bringing people together, it becomes clear we will be unable to maintain
safety and be forced to close. We have been preparing since mid-February in the hope it would not be necessary, and put plans in place to
work remotely, the pandemic has turned everything on its head.
There have been two deaths reported within the team, a confirmed case
of Covid-19 amongst volunteers and two further cases involving family
members. I am in a state of shock. I don’t want to let myself feel, I need
to stay strong as so many people rely on me, there will be time later
when this is over to process the horror of the current situation.
I am notified of a further death affecting the team and one in recovery.
As a long term strategy and to ensure future sustainability we have no
choice but to furlough the team, this places a further limit on what we
can do, however, we have put systems in place to enable us to continue
providing some support to our service users.
When this is over, we will have learned the real meaning of community,
the risk of human virtue being forgotten, we will better understand that
the opportunity for a better future rests in our hands, we will wonder
how we ever allowed our circumstance to dictate we spend so little
time with family and friends.
The sentiments raised are in memory of the six deaths we have experienced at the Centre as well as the number of confirmed cases of Covid19, and unrelated illnesses. It is also in honour of the hard working,
caring and committed Fitzrovia Centre Team, who will be calling on
you to support our efforts to rebuild an improved model of community
services for the future. Keep Safe.
Pat Tulloch is the director of Fitzrovia Centre, 2 Foley Street.

+ Friendly medical advice
+ NHS and private
prescriptions
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and delivery
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and advice
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Piano Man
no 21
by
Clifford
Slapper

“But soft! what light through yonder
window breaks?”
I’m usually loathe to give up my precious
privacy, especially in relation to the whereabouts of my safe haven, here in the heart
of Fitzrovia. However, recent events succeeded in undermining this particular neurosis. I was self-isolating from a week or
two before the full lockdown began in late
March 2020, because I have some of the
pre-existing conditions which could make
the virus particularly risky. My flat has a
Juliet balcony, which has been invaluable in
allowing me to enjoy some contact with the
outside world whilst maintaining social
distancing.
Soon after the start of the lockdown, a
dear local friend and I actually enacted a
scene from Romeo and Juliet, making use
of this balcony. There were, however a few
changes to the text, to reflect the fact that
she had kindly brought a home-cooked
curry around, and I had made a hoist out of
a purple sheet, with which to raise up this
meal. I suspect this was the first time that
the word tupperware had appeared in any
version of Shakespeare. We also had to embrace the modern fluidity of gender roles,
as the price I paid for having the balcony
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whilst my friend stood below was to have
to become Juliet to her Romeo.
More than ten years ago I was running
weekly live performance nights at Bourne
& Hollingsworth basement cocktail bar
across the road from me, and made use of
this same balcony. One of the singers I had
booked to perform, a wonderfully stylish
local artist called Pinkietessa, sang from the
balcony. When it was her stage time, I led
the entire audience out of the basement bar
and across to assemble beneath my balcony,
for this part of the show.
When the building was being refurbished a couple of years ago, the black
wrought-iron railings to these mini-balconies on my first-floor flat were actually
taken away for special refurbishment and
repainting, then brought back for refitting,
as they are listed items.
When the weekly applause for health
and care workers began to take place every
Thursday night at 8pm, I stood on the balcony, clapping and cheering with the rest. It
occurred to me that I could perhaps add
some of my own live piano music to the
loud and much deserved support which
the local community was keen to give to
nurses and other care workers. I began giving weekly free piano concerts from the
balcony, starting during the clapping and
going on for a further half hour or so. On
one occasion I started at 7.55pm, which had
the unplanned bonus of hearing much applause after my first song!
These spots grew in popularity, so that
on some weeks there were thirty people, all

Chris Tyler

2 metres apart from each other, spreading
from Bourne & Hollingsworth to the Charlotte Street hotel. Of course, those who
know me will not be surprised to learn that
some David Bowie was always included,
but other songs which somehow felt appropriate and went down well with the people
gathered below included: Imagine, Perfect
Day, Lean On Me, It Must Be Love, Every
Time We Say Goodbye and Hello. Most
poignantly for many of us locally, I did
make a point of including a rendition of
Stand By Me, the favourite song of Mike
Pentelow, our long-standing editor here at
the Fitzrovia News, who we recently lost
and who is celebrated elsewhere in these
pages. Indeed, he was the founder and joint
world president of the International Stand
By Me Club (ISBMC), the world’s only organisation devoted to an appreciation of
that special song, and he was once even
photographed with Ben E. King himself.

The artist Harry Jonas - ‘Last of the Fitzrovians’
By Robert Cunning
I first met Harry Jonas in the early 1980s. I was a volunteer with
Islington social services, and a message came in to help an ageing
artist, who thought he was the best painter in Britain. I had heard
of him because he had painted a portrait of one of my cousins
some years before.
When I met Harry he made a vivid impression on me.
Though old and frail, very thin and into his 90s, and also incredibly untidy, his mind was sharp and his voice clear. He was immediately interesting, full of wit and warmth. He called himself the
“Last of the Fitzrovians”, because for most of his life he had lived
near Fitzroy Square, which had been an artist’s colony since Victorian times.
He had a studio apartment in Maple Street, in the shadow of
the Post Office Tower (now BT Tower) but when the huge redevelopment happened in the early 1970s of Euston Road and the adjoining areas he was forced to move out.
He had been living in Fitzrovia since the 1930s, and was there
throughout the war and the Blitz. I remember him telling me of
the German restaurant “Schmidt’s” in Charlotte Street., which operated throughout the war, and was still in business when I was a
student in London in the 1970s.
Harry was a very sociable and likeable personality, and had
many friends in the bohemian quarter of Fitzrovia. His friends
were in particular, John Armstrong and Glyn Philpott, who were
well known painters. Also he knew Matthew Smith who lived
nearby. He was a good friend of Alec Waugh, journalist and
writer and brother to Evelyn.
As a young man Harry had been an actor with Betty Balfour
in silent cinema and worked with George Pearson creating many
films, most of which have been lost except for a copy of Love, Life
and Laughter which was recently found in an archive in Amsterdam and has been restored by the BFI.
At this time he also knew Augustus John, who was a popular
portrait painter and friend of Sir William Orpen, who had Harry’s
studio before him. Harry told me that Burne Jones used to have

that studio at one time.
When Harry had to move, it was a big disruption to his life and
his social contacts. Fortunately he had a controlled rent and tenancy, so the developers had to find him a good place somewhere.
His housing dilemma became a cause celebre, because Harry was
the last resident on Maple Street in the old houses. Oliver Reed,
who was a famous actor in the 1970s, took up his cause and
helped to put pressure on the landlords.
Sometime in the 1970s Harry moved to Myddleton Square in Islington. This is a beautiful old Georgian Square, just behind
Sadler's Wells Theatre. Harry had a whole suite of rooms on the
ground floor. This place was a great place to work and live
though I think Harry felt quite uprooted from his previous life in
Fitzrovia.
His main friends in the 1980s, when I first knew him, were Patrick
Symons who was a well known painter and RA. Patrick managed
to secure payments for Harry’s electricity bills, from the Artists
Benevolent Fund, administered by the Royal Academy. Also he
was very pleasant and kind, and had known Harry for many
years. His other friends at that time were Francis West the painter,
and his wife Jenny West, a frequent visitor to Harry who helped
him a lot. She was the daughter of Jocelyn Herbert the theatre designer.
Another occasional visitor was Joseph Sickert, also known as
Hobo Sickert, the son of Walter Sickert, the famous painter. Hobo
had known Harry for a long time, but had a period of exciting detective work with Harry in connection with the Jack the Ripper
story. Walter Sickert knew one of the young women who was
murdered, and had told his son of the theory that the scandal involved the then Prince of Wales, the Duke of Clarence. Harry and
Hobo were in frequent contact with Stephen Knight, a Sunday
Times journalist who wrote a book about it called “ Jack The Ripper, the final solution”.
Harry continued to live and work in Myddelton Square until his
death in 1990.

During these concerts one thing also
brought home to me very powerfully the
nature of the crisis we have been gripped
by, giving a personal face to the kind of
people we were applauding. An unassuming young woman had appeared each week
on the balcony just along from mine, of the
neighbouring flat. We had not met before
or run into each other despite living so
close; she seemed to have been working
long hours. It turned out that she had been
completing her training as a doctor when
the crisis broke, and had been moved
straight into full time work as a doctor at
the Whittington Hospital in Archway, to
help deal with the crisis.
When I asked her about this, her attitude was inspiringly positive. She said she
was glad to have been given this opportunity. This utter dedication of doctors,
nurses, care workers and so many others is
humbling. Politicians often betray a cynicism about humanity, which is probably
more informed by their own personality
than anything else. But in the population as
a whole there is a huge spirit of co-operation and determination to help one another,
and this is exemplified beautifully by these
truly noble people making such selfless
sacrifices to try to save the lives of others.
They show us the very best that humans
can be. Their compassion is as boundless as
Juliet’s love for Romeo, which, in the balcony scene, she says is as deep as the sea:
"the more I give to thee, the more I have,
for both are infinite".

Historical requests
can you help?
Any answers, or questions contact
Fitzrovia News
I am trying to find out who the landlady of the
King & Queen pub was in 1964. I trained at
the Middlesex hospital medical school across
the road from it. - Dr Antony Irving
My Grand Aunt was born in 17 Tottenham
Street, on the 8th December 1872. Her mother
was Elizabeth Hobley. Do you have any news
about, or what was this address?
I don't believe my ancestor was living there,
and at the time my Grandmother to be, Elizabeth, later married my Grandfather, Albert
Matthews, two years later. I would be grateful
for any information. I am a St Pancras boy, by
birth. Born in Camden Town, next to The Bedford Theatre, in 1939.
Many thanks for any help. Brian Matthews.
My great great grandfather Robert Haines
lived at 15 Colville Place. In September 1878,
he survived The Princess Alice disaster, a collision on the Thames which resulted in the
death of over 600 people. Only about 150 survived. He was the only member of the five
piece band, who were entertaining the passengers to survive, as he was on deck at the time.
His survival was all the more remarkable as
he couldn’t swim! I have long thought it
would be wonderful to have a blue plaque on
15 Colville Place. Clearly a plaque would need
the agreement of the current resident and may
not meet the criteria anyway. Perhaps they
subscribe to Fitzrovia News! Maureen Williams
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Art in the Time of Covid

Dorothea Tanning at Alison Jacques Gallery
Although galleries have been closed
since March, most have beefed up their
online presence enabling art lovers to
get their aesthetic fix from the comfort
of their laptop. Where galleries used to
only have a limited selection of images
from the current exhibition on their
website, to encourage you to visit, they
now have whole exhibitions, sometimes with “virtual reality tours”. Art
Fairs, such as the recent FRIEZE New
York, also have online viewing rooms
dedicated to each gallery, saving the
expense (and the carbon footprint) of
visiting, and enabling anyone to check
out the top end of the art market.
Many such galleries are now also
displaying the prices of the works, previously unheard of at the top end of
the market. These innovations make
the work very accessible, but still not
the same as engaging with a work of
art face to face. Appreciation of scale is
always a problem, as the web is a great
leveller, and a modest watercolour is
often displayed at the same size as a
room size installation. Hopefully
things will be back to the “new normal” by October, and Fitzrovians can
pop across the Euston Road to visit
FRIEZE London Art Fair, on our
doorstep in Regents Park. Even if you
don’t visit the Fair, you can cavort
amongst the 20 or so impressive sculptures installed in the park for the occasion.

The art world has been changing
dramatically in the last five years, and
the post Covid landscape may look
very different. Many art dealers have
moved away from the traditional
gallery model, preferring to work from
a modest office or showroom, rather
than high profile / high rent premises,
and spending the money saved on taking part in Art Fairs, often all over the
world. The hope is that they will benefit from reaching a much larger audience, including their competitors’
clients at these impressive ‘Art Malls’.
In this context, it’s interesting to
look at some figures from Fitzrovia. In
the summer of 2011, I reported that
there were 52 galleries in Fitzrovia –
now there are around 25. In the intervening nine years, I have counted 76
galleries that have come and gone,
quite a turnaround.
The vagaries of the property market are probably largely to blame. There
is a cyclical process called ‘art washing’
that happens in central and slightly
overlooked city neighbourhoods all
over the world. First the artists come,
when prices are low; then the galleries
move in, making the area attractive;
closely followed by developers cashing
in on the cachet of the neighbourhood
and creating investment residential and
retail developments, which pushes up
the prices, so the galleries can’t afford
to stay (artists are long gone by now)
and we are left with fewer cultural outlets, and many empty shops and flats.
Amidst all this cutting back, it is
encouraging to see a new addition to
the Fitzrovia art scene. The recently
opened Eclectic Gallery, 16 Newman
Street, appear to be stalwarts of The Affordable Art Fair and have an international roster of artists. Hopefully
Fitzrovia galleries will have taken advantage of the Government aid
schemes, and will bounce back post depandemication. If not, there seems to be
an awful lot of channelling the hidden
artist in everybody during the lockdown, with the encouragement of such
TV programmes as Grayson Perry’s Art
Club on Channel 4 – maybe this is the
answer!
And finally congratulations to
Gallery Different, 14 Percy Street,
whose recent charity auction raised
£17,110 for the NHS.

Portraits for NHS Heroes, an
online exhibition at former
Hospital Chapel
bers of the Contemporary British Portrait
Painters (CBPP), which represents many of
the top portrait painters living and working in
the UK.
The display, which is exclusively available online, was installed and scanned at Fitzrovia
Chapel in London, the former chapel of Middlesex Hospital. The virtual exhibition celebrates frontline workers through portraiture
and will raise funds for NHS Charities Together, to help support to the ongoing
COVID-19 relief effort.

Harriet Durkin by Tom Croft
The Fitzrovia Chapel, in Pearson Square, is
hosting a virtual exhibition entitled “Portraits
for NHS Heroes” showcasing portraits of
NHS staff, created during the current crisis.
There is some very accomplished work on display, elegantly complemented by the Chapel’s
extravagant interior.
The exhibition, organised by participating
artist Tom Croft in association with The Net
Gallery, features work by 15 artists, all mem-

Jo Habben by Jane French

Recommended Fitzrovia galleries with online exhibitions:
Alison Jacques Gallery, 18 Berners Street (www.alisonjacquesgallery.com)
Pilar Corrias, 54 Eastcastle Street (www.pilarcorrias.com)
Rebecca Hossack Gallery 2a Conway Street (www.rebeccahossack.com)
Rosenfeld, 37 Rathbone Street (www.galleryrosenfeld.com)
Tiwani Contemporary, 16 Little Portland Street (www.tiwani.co.uk)
Tristan Hoare, 6 Fitzroy Square (www.tristanhoaregallery.co.uk)

Emily Housman & Funmi Tayo
by Thomas Leveritt

This online event enables the viewer to navigate his or her own virtual tour of the portraits amidst the Gothic splendour of the
venue. There are images of each work accompanied by informative and often quite
poignant artists’ statements.
There is also a video interview with Tom
Croft, whose previous subjects have included
former home secretary Jacqui Smith and footballer David Beckham, where he explains that
the exhibition has inspired similar initiatives
in France, Germany, Italy and Poland. Highly
recommended!

thenetgallery.com/portraits-for-nhs-heroes

